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In this issue of the Journal of Nuclear Cardiology,

Singh et al present a case of a patient presenting with

obstructive coronary artery disease with typical angina

who was found to have findings suggestive of cardiac

amyloid on imaging.1 Both echocardiography and car-

diac MRI performed for coronary artery disease related

management showed classic findings consistent with

cardiac amyloid. Subsequent Tc-PYP imaging supported

the diagnosis of TTR amyloid.

There has been tremendous growth over the last

several years in the diagnosis of TTR amyloid supported

by the use of Tc-PYP imaging. When using a visual

grade of 2 or 3 as diagnostic, the sensitivity of Tc-PYP

imaging has been found to be 90% with a specificity of

97%.2 This is supported by Practice Points published by

the American Society of Nuclear Cardiology which use

a visual grade of 2 or greater to be one of the criteria

strongly suggestive of TTR amyloid.3 The other com-

monly used criteria of heart to contralateral lung ratio

(H/Cl) will have diagnostic cut offs based on the time

between injection and imaging.4

As mentioned in the case presentation analysis,

prior myocardial infarct should be considered in patients

with Tc-PYP cardiac uptake, specifically in those ima-

ges where the uptake is focal rather than diffuse.5 In

reporting out the visual interpretation of Tc-PYP, the

description of the uptake should note if the uptake is

focal, diffuse, or focal on diffuse.3

Utilization of Tc-PYP should continue to grow in

the nuclear cardiology field as awareness of its excellent

sensitivity and specificity expands. Education resulting

in high quality imaging and reproducible accurate

interpretation will be key for success of this imaging

test.
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